Measurement and Simulation of the Variation in Proton-Induced Energy Deposition in Large Silicon Diode Arrays
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Abstract—The proton induced charge deposition in a well characterized silicon P-i-N focal plane array is analyzed with Monte Carlo based simulations. These simulations include all physical processes, together with pile up, to accurately describe the experimental data. Simulation results reveal important high energy events not easily detected through experiment due to low statistics. The effects of each physical mechanism on the device response is shown for a single proton energy as well as a full proton space flux.

Index Terms—focal plane array, pile up, energy deposited, Geant4, MRED, event rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYBRID focal plane arrays (FPA) are increasingly being used in space applications because of their flexibility in infrared applications, reliability, low cost, high-density resolution, and on-chip signal processing [1]. FPAs have important applications for satellite missions such as spaceborne astronomy, Earth surveillance, star tracking, digital imaging, laser communications, etc. They are often used on satellites planned for long orbits in harsh proton environments requiring exceptional reliability when exposed to radiation. Because of their high sensitivity to noise, FPAs present a unique challenge in radiation hardness. Optical currents are small and near noise levels. So much that a single electron can produce enough charge to disrupt a signal [2]. Figure 1 shows how an optical sensor can be degraded by a solar proton event [3].

In figure 1, the image on the left captures a coronal mass ejection occurring on August 26, 2001. The image on the right shows the degradation of the optical device over an hour later due to the solar proton event. Spacecraft shielding helps mitigate incident electrons, but does not protect against protons which also deposit charge and create secondary electrons. Hybrid visible array technology is especially important due to advantages over CCD-based imagers in high proton exposure applications.

A better understanding of how radiation-induced energy is deposited in these devices will help lead to better prediction techniques and a greater understanding of experimental results. Accurate modeling tools will help designers better predict the on-orbit response of these increasingly popular devices. Previous Monte Carlo prediction models for these devices have shown inconsistencies with experimental data [4]. In this paper we demonstrate a high-fidelity rate-prediction approach, based on Monte Carlo simulation and a mathematical model that accounts for multiple events that affect a single pixel during the integration time. We also show that using a single-value LET and path length calculation under predicts the differential experimental spectra.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

Hybrid focal plane arrays consist of a readout integrated circuit (ROIC) and detector array fabricated separately and then joined together with interconnects such as indium columns [2]. Figure 2 shows the structure of a generic hybrid FPA. The focal plane arrays in this study are well characterized visible
FPAs consisting of a silicon P-i-N 128 x 128 detector array with a hardened complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) ROIC and pixel pitch of 60 um [5]. Proton radiation studies were performed at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory (CNL) of the University of California, Davis (UC Davis). Full radiometric characterizations were performed at each radiation dose level to determine the impact of the radiation on dark current, noise, responsivity, sensitivity, and dynamic range both pre and post radiation [5]. The total ionizing dose response of this array has been described in [5]. This paper focuses on the proton transient data, acquired at low fluxes generating sparse hits to the array with 63 MeV protons at an angle of 45 degrees. The silicon P-i-N detectors were biased to 15 volts, resulting in full depletion, and exposures were carried out at 277 K.

III. MODELING FOCAL PLANE ARRAY

The Monte Carlo code used in this study is MRED (Monte Carlo Radiative Energy Deposition), a GEANT4 based tool [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. The structure used to simulate the FPA can be seen in figure 3. Sensitive region corresponds to the region in which energy deposition must occur to produce a transient event. The top and bottom of the sensitive volume are flush with the top and bottom of the surrounding material which is also silicon.

Simulations using MRED included all physics processes that are relevant for radiation effects applications, including electromagnetic and hadronic processes, and elementary particles that live long enough to be tracked. The effects of the finite integration time were simulated in a manner analogous to the computation of pile up in an ordinary nuclear spectrum. Each event in the Monte Carlo simulation represents one, and only one, primary particle. For finite integration times, there is a small but non-negligible probability of multiple hits on a single pixel (pile up). Two non-adjustable fitting parameters are used in post processing the MRED simulations. The first is $\mu$ to account for the small fraction of multiple hits and is computed by

$$\mu = \sigma_{\text{sim}} \phi \tau_{\text{int}}$$

(1)

where $\sigma_{\text{sim}}$ is the integral cross section of the simulation, $\phi$ is the experimental flux, and $\tau_{\text{int}}$ is the integration time. The second fitting parameter, $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$, is the addition of the noise observed in the experimental data and computed by

$$\sigma_{\text{noise}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{Gauss}}}{w}$$

(2)

where $\sigma_{\text{Gauss}}$ is the Gaussian width of the observed non-radiation induced noise in the experimental data and $w$ is the bin width. Figure 4 compares the differential spectrum of MRED simulations before and after the effects of pile up and the non-radiation induced noise were included in post-processing of the data. The shape of the sloped region between 125 and 500 keV is affected by the finite number of pixels that receive multiple hits during one integration period. The correction applied is a very general transformation of an arbitrary single-particle spectrum for the case in which the average number of hits per pixel is $\mu$. The transformation inherently includes multiple hits of all orders, and can be used without numerical difficulty from very low fluxes well into the photon-counting region, where tens or hundreds of particles can hit a pixel in a single integration period. The region of very low energy is affected by the addition of the observed noise.

Technology computer aided design (TCAD) simulations were completed with detailed device parameters. Figure 5 shows the TCAD structure used to represent two pixels. Charge transport and collection within the device was simulated for various strike locations from a 63 MeV proton at 45 degrees. In each case, approximately 10% less charge was collected on the pixel taking the initial strike, and 10% more charge than expected was collected on the second pixel hit.
The expected collected charge was calculated using an RPP approximation. The motion of electrons and holes can be seen in figure 6. Note how the electrons and holes move along the charge strike instead of only vertically. This shows the strike can become a temporary wire causing more charge to collect on the second pixel, as noted above.

Figure 7 shows the electric field and electrostatic potential 90 picoseconds after a strike that spans two pixels equally. The slight change in electric field shows each pixel is relatively isolated from the next and then pixels behave as an rpp. From these simulations, we conclude that the rpp assumption is sufficient to estimate the device response to radiation for this technology.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section, simulated protons are incident at an angle of 45 degrees with energy of 63 MeV to match the experimental conditions. The inclusion of all physical radiation transport processes in the simulation, accounting for pile up, and the inclusion of the measured random noise spectrum provide an accurate description of the experimental data for this device with no adjustable parameters. Figure 8 shows a differential spectrum of the counts per fluence per pixel as a function of the energy deposited in the sensitive volume, comparing the experimental data with the simulation results. The conversion gain of the experimental data was extracted from the device parameters characterized during device testing. The agreement between the two curves is excellent between 0 and 300 keV. Past this region there is significant statistical uncertainty in the experimental data. Each point in the region beyond approximately 600 keV represents only one, or at most two counts. Because of the limited statistics available in test data, the higher energy events are missed during analysis of the device response. However, these high energy events will occur and could have important implications in on-orbit behavior of a device. The highest every events can give false reads on a FPA and have serious consequences during a mission so must be considered.

The dashed lines in figure 9 represent the expected average and maximum energy deposited in the structure from a constant-LET and path length distribution calculation. The dashed line labeled "Avg" is the energy deposited resulting...
Fig. 8. Differential spectrum of counts per unit fluence per pixel for 63 MeV protons incident on the silicon detector structure from figure 3 compared with experimental results. The computed and measured total cross sections agree closely with each other and approximate the geometric cross section. The experimental data has significant statistical uncertainty at the high energy depositions.

Fig. 9. Differential spectrum comparing the simulation results with experimental data and a constant LET pathlength calculation. The pathlength calculation does not predict the occurrence of large energy depositions.

from an average path length through one pixel, and the dashed line labeled "Max" is the energy deposited from a maximum path length. The maximum amount of energy deposited in the structure via this calculation is approximately 130 keV. The constant LET method predicts that no events will deposit energy greater than this value. Therefore, a constant LET does not predict the occurrence of the large energy depositions and, more interestingly, it does not describe the shape of the curve above 130 keV. Once again, the important high energy events are missed.

The simulations shown in figure 8 and 9 include primary direct ionization, Coulombic and nuclear contributions. In figure 10, we compare experimental results with MRED simulations where all processes are included, direct ionization and Coulomb scatters only, and direct ionization only. The portions of the curve visible in figure 9, the lower energy region, are largely the result of direct ionization. The constant LET approximation considers only direct ionization, but a path length analysis can only address averages while even primary ionization has fluctuations. The contribution of nuclear reactions is not significant until beyond approximately 500 keV and dominate at higher energy regions. Coulomb scatters contribute little to the cross section for this structure.

V. MODELING ENERGY DEPOSITION FROM SPACE PROTON FLUXES

In this section we will show event rates computed using MRED for full proton environments. For this calculation, simulations were done with an omnidirectional ion fluence. Figure 11 shows the environment models used in the calculations in this section. The curves were computed using CREME [11]. The curves labeled "GEO" are for the peak five minutes and worst week in geosynchronous orbit and "ISS" is for space station orbit using ap8min for solar min.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we show for the first time that when sufficiently complete physics is brought to bear, the results of proton irradiation of an imager can be predicted in greater detail than the resolution of the experiment reveals. The high energy events revealed through simulation are easily missed by experimental data because of low statistics. Based on test data alone, designers would be unaware of the events with the greatest potential to upset the signal. These high energy events can have serious implications on the quality of imagers used on satellites and other spacecraft.

We have also shown the effects of individual mechanisms on spectral shape that can be separated and studied individually. When direct ionization only is considered, the expected on-orbit cross section and event rates are underestimated. The imager described in this paper is an archetype for any silicon device, and the ability to comprehensively model radiation interactions which is an important milestone in the goal of a priori prediction of device response via Monte Carlo methods in an arbitrary radiation environment.
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